Ailong Ke: Ailong Ke, MBG
D Krahmer: D Krahmer, ILR
Kathryn Dimiduk: Kathryn Dimiduk, MTEI. Cornell Engineering
David Field: David Field, Psych
Erik Born: Erik Born, German Studies
Roxanne Marino: Roxanne Marino, EEB
Araceli Lucio-F (she|her): Araceli Lucio-Forster, Dept Microbio and Immunol
Karla Hanson (she/her): Karla Hanson, Dept. Public and Ecosystem Health
Stephanie Divo: Stephanie Divo, Asian Studies
Richard Bensel: Richard Bensel, Government
Vilma Santiago-Irizarry: Vilma Santiago-Irizarry, Anthropology
Risa Lieberwitz: Risa Lieberwitz, ILR
Steve Jesch: Stephen Jesch, RTE CALS
Kathryn Caggiano: Kathryn Caggiano, RTE ENGR
Karthik Sridharan: Karthik Sridharan, Computer science. CIS
Jonathon Schuldt: Jonathon Schuldt, Communication
Abby Cohn: Abby Cohn, faculty elected trustee
Kelly Hume: Kelly Hume, Clinical Sciences
Martha Field: Martha Field, Nutritional Sciences
Nancy Pollak: Nancy Pollak, Comparative Literature
Taryn Bauerle: Taryn Bauerle, Horticulture
Mary Jo Dudley: Mary Jo Dudley, Global Development
Andrew Campana: Andrew Campana, Asian Studies
Anne Weber: Anne Weber, Landscape Architecture
So-Yeon Yoon: So-Yeon Yoon, Human Centered Design
Denise Ramzy: Denise Ramzy, Dyson/JCB, RTE at large
mary katzenstein: Mary Katzenstein CAPE
Julia Finkelstein: Julia Finkelstein, Nutritional Sciences
00:43:38 Robin Dando: Robin Dando, Food Science
00:43:54 Marie Ozanne: Marie Ozanne, Nolan, JCB
00:44:12 Kimberly Kopko: Kim Kopko RTE Senator-at-Large
00:44:13 Rajesh Bhaskaran: Rajesh Bhaskaran, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
00:44:27 Ailong Ke: Ailong Ke, MBG
00:47:47 JR Keller (Cornell): JR Keller, Human Resource Studies
00:49:31 Kevin Attell: Kevin Attell, ENGL
00:49:37 Makda Weatherspoon (Cornell University): Makda Weatherspoon, NES
00:50:02 Itziar Rodriguez de Rivera: Itziar Rodriguez de Rivera, Romance Studies
00:50:53 Keith Obadike: Keith Obadike, Art
00:51:24 Teresa Pawlowska: Teresa Pawlowska, Plant Pathology & Plant-Microbe Biology
00:52:56 Tracy Stokol: Tracy Stokol, Pop Med (CAFPSF)
00:55:13 Kathryn Caggiano: https://www.nytimes.com/2023/12/05/nyregion/yale-grade-inflation.html
01:01:13 Debbie Cherney: Debbie Cherney, Animal Science
01:08:32 Lisa Nishii: @Chris: median grades would no longer be added to transcripts for courses completed this semester and beyond. (The median grades already added to transcripts to courses completed prior to this semester would remain. The change in policy would be noted in the legend on the back of the transcript so that readers.)
01:15:27 Taika von Konigslow: Taika von Konigslow, PMDS attending
01:17:07 Jill Short: Thank you all for your online attendance, today and other Faculty Senate meetings, your signing in via chat is appreciated.
01:18:36 Marina Caillaud: Marina Caillaud, Lecturer in the department of Entomology in CALS
01:18:55 Liz Brundige: Liz Brundige, LAW, RTE Rep
01:20:56 Sunny Power: Alison Power, S&TS
01:21:59 John W. Sipple: John Sipple - Global Development
01:23:17 Larry Van De Valk: Larry Van De Valk, GDEV
01:23:17 Peggy Odom-Reed (she/her/hers): Peggy Odom-Reed, SC Johnson (JCB), nonsenator
Richard Bensel: Charlie is correct that the number of tenured or tenure track faculty has held constant. However, the number and proportion of non-tenure track faculty has increased dramatically over the years. Hence, the "erosion" of tenure...

Peggy Odom-Reed (she/her/hers): Reacted to "Charlie is correct t..." with 👍

mary katzenstein: Charlie - can you post that data on the chat? Or the link to the website? m

Charles Van Loan: a link to our discussion doc exists in the September senate webpage

Charles Van Loan: the number of rte researchers has also increased relative to #TT. We can talk about erosion. But we can also talk about the #TT + #RTE sum with a "whole greater than the sum of the parts perspective.

Harold T Hodes: Harold Hodes

Harold T Hodes: philosophy

Jill Short: The T4 taskforce webpage is https://theuniversityfaculty.cornell.edu/teaching-track-title-taskforce-t4/

Robin Dando: Robin Dando, Food Science, robin.dando@cornell.edu

Julia Senzon: Julia Senzon, The Cornell Daily Sun